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Refugee REACH ROUNDS aim to foster discussions on common dilemmas of practice 
experienced by researchers, policymakers, and educators working in settings of migration and 
displacement. Our hope is that through dialogue and debate on really challenging questions 
and dilemmas in our field, together we can advance our collective understanding and find ways 
to promote quality education and welcoming communities for all in settings of migration and 
displacement. Please read more about our work at www.reach.gse.harvard.edu 
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Dilemma Definition: Language for an Unknowable Future 
 
Refugee children must navigate many languages including those encountered before 
displacement, in the host country, and during a possible return or onward migration. Research 
is clear that children are best able to develop necessary reading skills when they do so in a 
language they know well and are supported to transfer those skills to other languages of 
instruction as they progress through school.2  Yet outside their home countries, refugee 
children rarely encounter their home languages in school, given constraints on resources, lack 
of teachers with relevant language skills, and historical and political tensions around languages.  
 
Refugee children also face “unknowable futures,” not knowing whether their futures will 
involve remaining in the host country, returning to the home country, continued migration, on-
going transnationalism, or some combination of these trajectories.3 They cannot predict what 
languages they will need for further learning, wellbeing, and opportunity.  
 
What principles do you think should guide decision-making about language of instruction for 
refugees? 
 
 

Dilemma in Practice 
 
A student named John, the name he goes by at school, speaks Bari at home and in the market 
in South Sudan and has learned Arabic and some English in upper primary school. His younger 
sister, Milly, speaks Bari at home and in the market as well, and, according to South Sudan’s 
national policy, also in her Primary 3 classroom.  
 
John and Milly are displaced from South Sudan by conflict and flee with their aunt to a refugee 
settlement in Uganda, where their linguistic context changes considerably. In Uganda, at home, 
they speak some Bari but, through their interactions in the market and with other South 
Sudanese and Ugandan friends at school, they are also exposed to Aringa and other Ugandan 
languages as well as English in the broader community. They begin to use these languages at 
home too.  
 
John and Milly both enter schools in rural settlements in Uganda where English is used as the 
language of instruction, a language to which they have had little exposure. School is very 
difficult: John is able to learn enough English to stay in school, building on the reading skills he 
developed in Bari and the little English he learned in South Sudan. Milly never learned to read in 
Bari and is now confronted with schooling in English, a language she does not understand, and 
feels she has no choice but to drop out of school.   
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This image shows the linguistic complexity that refugee children navigate as they move from 
their places of origin to places of exile. For instance, in South Sudan, children speak multiple 
languages at home, in the market, and in early primary school, with a transition to English or 
Arabic in upper primary school. However, upon their forced displacement to Uganda, refugee 
children living in settlements encounter new languages in common spaces and at school. 
Despite how complicated these images are, they likely simplify the linguistic environments 
refugee children navigate in exile as we are not able to represent here the many different 
languages that are often spoken in families and schools where refugees live and learn.  
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From the Research:  
Home languages are vital for developing early reading skills   
 
To learn to read, children draw on early oral language skills as they develop the understanding 
that sounds are represented by letters, which combine to form words. These foundational 
literacy skills—best developed in a language young children hear around them and speak well—
can then later be transferred to other languages children may want or need to learn for school, 
like English.4 
 
Children who are required to attend school in unfamiliar languages in the early years of 
schooling before developing these foundational skills struggle to learn to read, engage actively 
in class, and develop higher order thinking skills necessary in later grades of school.5 They are 
also at a greater risk of dropping out than those whose schooling takes place in languages they 
know well,6 as has been documented among Syrian refugees in Turkey and Lebanon.7  
 

From the Research:  

Home languages are central to identity and belonging 
 
Using familiar home languages at school can support positive self-identity for young people. 
Although many parents from marginalized backgrounds prefer that their children attend school 
in dominant languages like English given their status and prestige,8 families and scholars alike 
point to the gulf that can arise between children and family members as children’s language 
skills shift away from the home language toward the language of school.9  
 
wa Thiong’o describes the experience of leaving his Gikuyu-speaking community in Kenya and 
entering an English-only school where his home language was stigmatized and undervalued,10 
an experience that is common in multilingual settings and can be detrimental for children’s 
sense of identity and belonging,11 Emerging research reveals that refugee children in Uganda 
are often punished for using their home languages at school and question whether they still 
belong in the countries where they were born as they slowly lose the ability to use and 
understand their home languages.12 If language submersion in exile means refugee children 
lose the languages they once spoke in their places of origin, this may undermine relationships 
with family left behind and a pathway to a possible return.13  
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From the Research:  
Integrating refugees into national schools supports educational opportunity 
 
The current global approach to refugee education centers on the inclusion of refugee learners 
into national education systems.14 The push for inclusion comes as a response to poor 
educational access, quality, and outcomes, and limitations regarding certification for refugee 
learners who have traditionally been segregated in parallel education systems. Including 
refugee students in national schools can improve refugees’ educational access and quality and 
is more sustainable as it does not rely on donor commitments to a parallel education system.15  
 
The former approach to education for refugees also meant that children were educated in their 
own languages with an eye to eventual return, but with few opportunities for integration into 
the host society or school system.16 In contrast, refugee children who attend national schools in 
exile may benefit from aspects of this integration but are likely to be “submerged” in languages 
they do not understand, as John and Milly were, struggling to find a foothold for learning.17  
 

From the Research:  
Refugee children and families need both international and home languages   
 
For refugee children to integrate into national schools and progress through school systems 
through required exams, they need to master the language of instruction, often an 
international language like English or French. But simply jumping into schooling in an unfamiliar 
language without a firm literacy foundation in one’s home language and a bridge into the new 
language can drive poor academic outcomes for refugee children.18  
 
Research demonstrates the importance of providing early opportunities for children to develop 
literacy in a familiar language, skills which they then transfer into a foreign language like 
English. We also know that there are significant benefits to children’s learning and wellbeing 
when multilingualism is embraced in educational settings and children are not forced to 
contend with an unfamiliar language without the full repertoire of linguistic skills they bring to 
school.19  
 
Of course, there are considerable challenges to language policies and practices that support 
learning in multiple languages. The practicalities of implementing multilingual language policies, 
including ensuring that teachers are sufficiently trained and that learning materials are 
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available can be quite expensive and challenging for national education systems.20 Additionally, 
language-in-education policies that affirm and integrate children’s diverse languages can 
support student wellbeing21, but if implemented unsuccessfully, can also be drivers of conflict.22 
 

 
 
 

Dilemma Revisited: Dilemma in Practice 
 
Rachel is a 5th grade student at Mary Magdalene Primary School in Kampala, Uganda. She has 
been there three years, the only child chosen among her siblings to travel from Kakwa, Sudan 
to Kampala, Uganda with her uncle in search of educational opportunities. Rachel has a single-
minded focus on her education, through which she hopes to “be able to help our parents,” who 
are subsistence farmers in Kakwa. She knows that a big part of that wished-for future hinges on 
learning English.  
 
Even though teachers and students are expected to use English at school, fellow Sudanese and 
South Sudanese students sometimes slip into Arabic or other shared languages and Rachel is 
sure to remind them that “this is a school. They [your family] brought you to learn English.” Her 
focus on English persists at home, too. “Even at home I don’t speak Arabic, even my language 
[Kakwa] I don’t speak because…I want to know more things and more English than this one 
which I’m speaking. When my cousins talk to me in Arabic or Kakwa, I reply them in English.” 
Rachael is determined to learn enough English to excel in school, soar across borders as a pilot, 
and provide financial security for her family in Sudan. 
 
Rachel has recently begun to realize that in her determined use of English, she has started to 
forget Arabic and Kakwa, the languages she used to use to communicate with her family back 
home. She rarely speaks the languages anymore, and she worries that, “I’m forgetting, and one 
day my uncle may say he’s taking me to see my mom. I don’t know which language will I use…I 
feel bad.” Rachel hopes that English will bring her a more secure future, but fears that the price 
may be weakening ties to her family that once felt so strong.  
 
Emma is a 5th grade English and Social Studies teacher at Uganda City School, a school close to 
Rachel’s, where over 50% of the students are refugees. When Emma first joined the school two 
years ago, she was overwhelmed by the student body: many of the refugee children were 
overaged and seemed “wild” and “lonely” because of what they had experienced, fleeing 
violence in the countries where they were born. But Emma has come to understand that “they 
are not wild. At times it is even this part of language also, there is a way it also affects them, 
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because if someone cannot express him or herself properly,” they can become frustrated and 
even aggressive.  
 
Knowing that the students are struggling with their new environment and with language, Emma 
tries many different teaching strategies: she places children in small groups to work together on 
exercises she sets for them, she encourages students who speak the same languages to 
translate for one another, and she even sometimes speaks Kiswahili with the students from the 
Democratic Republic of Congo, a language she grew up speaking in Uganda. She is able to do 
these things because the school principal, understands the importance of using home 
languages in the classroom, even if she asks for discretion because of the national policy 
requiring English in city schools. Most of the school year, Emma walk a fine line between 
creating an environment that centers on English and ensuring that students can learn new skills 
and content, using languages they understand to facilitate this development. 
 
When it comes time for high stakes exams once a year, though, this balancing act is put on 
hold: “those children will be subjected to a national examination, and if the national 
examination dictates that it is English, still I have to bend to English,” Emma explains.  
 
Emma navigates tensions between national policies, local needs, and the educational 
opportunities she strives to create for her students. 
 
 
 
 

Questions to Consider Ahead of Discussion 
• What are the main challenges in terms of language that students John, Milly, and Rachel 

face? 

• What possibilities and constraints does Emma face as the educator responsible for 
students’ learning at school? 

• What is the dilemma in terms of decision-making about language of instruction for 
refugees in host countries? Why is this a dilemma? 

• What do you think should be done about this dilemma? What are possible approaches 
in the contexts in which you work? 
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Additional Resources 
Reddick, C. & Dryden-Peterson. S. (forthcoming). Refugee Education and Medium of Instruction: 
Tensions in Theory, Policy and Practice. In C. Benson & K. Kosonen (Eds.), Language Issues in 
Comparative Education: Policy and practice in multilingual education based on non-dominant 
languages. Brill Publishers.  

 
Internationals Network for Public Schools – This network of public schools for recent arrivals to 
the US provides teaching strategies, materials, and research for multilingual learning 
environments 
 
Bridging Centres in Kyaka II Refugee Settlement, Uganda – Street Child and YARID, a refugee-led 
organization in Kampala, Uganda, are working together to provide a linguistic bridge into public 
schooling for refugee children  
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